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Beetles are the most biodiverse group of any animal or plant on the planet. They alone account for
over 1/5th of all described species and yet they are largely over-looked and worse, demised. Their
larvae are important detritivores in the forests breaking down fallen timber allowing access for fungi
and other decomposers to do their work. Beetles come in all shapes and sizes. Public opinion is
mostly negative about them and they would be referred to as ‘bugs’. Scientific research is only
marginally better, the majority of research being focused on how to kill them.
Our aims with the Beetle Program are
i) To Maintain a collection of ambassador beetles to help sway public opinion in favour of them.
ii) To Research Beetle care requirements for the individual species
iii) To Attempt to breed the beetle livestock and to disseminate any findings publicly.
Each year, we have acquired a collection of beetles for our reception display. We keep one or two
pairs of the giant species such as Hercules, Atlas or even Goliath Beetles. Most years we have on
display about five species. The adults on average live from 3-5 months.
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The Giant Atlas Beetle (Chalcosoma atlas) (Left) and Antler Beetle (Proscopoilus inclinatus) (Right)
We have now perfected the husbandry of these species so that we can keep them alive for the
whole life-span. We have bred Atlas (Chalcosoma atlas) through from egg to adult as well as
several smaller species. The beetles are all farmed and imported by us from breeders. As they
can take two years from egg to adult, these adults beetles are an expensive exhibit.

A pair of resplendent Rainbow Stag beetles (Phalacrognathus mulleri), one of the most colourful
beetles in the world and giant Elephant Beetle (Right) (Megasoma elephas).

The magnificent Hercules beetle (Dynastes hercules) from South and Central America.
Although not classed as threatened on the IUCN red data list, they are still rare, the Manager only
saw one of these beetles in over a year-and-a-half of fieldwork in the South American Forests.
This was in Hoja Blanca, Esmeraldas Province in the West of Ecuador.
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RESULTS and RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CARING FOR BEETLES
•

Ensure each beetle has banana chunk under its mouth at all times. Check 2-3 times
a day. Beetles quickly starve.

•

Ensure each beetle has a 3D latticework of heavy branches 2-3 inches off the
ground for it to grip on if it falls upside down. Check 2-3 times a day.

•

If the beetle is stuck on its back, help it immediately as they can die after just six
hours.

•

Never pick a beetle up from its log/mesh/fingers as you will pull its claws off.

•

Beware of horns poking out of the vivarium doors, as these can get guillotined.

•

Keep soil medium moist. Spray head with water or on banana if hot and dry.

•

Males can kill females if left in same vivarium for more than one night. Males kill other
males.

•

Avoid opening the glass door if their legs are on it or near the top or bottom (guillotining).

•

Check temperature minimum on thermometer daily. Keep above 18C.

•

Avoid handling beetles – lure them off with fruit if they give you a beetle-hug!

•

Experience: In the early days, we lost beetles due to their falling on their backs and not
being able to right themselves. Their heart cannot function properly in this position. We
also lost them due to their not having a CONSTANT supply of fruit. Fruit smoothies are
excellent – a milk bottle top drilled into a piece of wood. Multiple and regular checks
throughout the day prevent these problems.

•

Beetle grubs must have well-rotted broadleaf wood. Conifer timber would kill them.

•

Be careful not to put too strong a heater on the bottom of the grub box as they bury right
down to the bottom.

Below is the huge grub of a Goliath Beetle (Goliathus regius).

